Description of
Alpenrock furnishings

All fabrics and materials conform to B1/Q1 – thereby fire-resistant and/or retardant and consequently appropriate for the catering/hotel industry.
(The examples shown here show the items, but are not always identical to the chosen
colours of the furnishings; please check the description for this)

1.) Bedrooms:

Box-spring upholstered beds from ADA with a surface area of 180 x 200cm, bed base
with Bonell spring core and a headboard in excess height of 160cm with “Hirschlein”
upholstery fabric.
7-zone pocket spring mattress with high-quality jacket and a core height of 19cm. Cover
washable at 60° and suitable for allergy sufferers.

Bedspread from Loden Leichtfried made from high-quality loden cloth: in elegant
anthracite on one side and blackberry colours on the other.

TV set 28” Samsung brand with LED technology

Wardrobes manufactured by the carpenter with a Senosan high-gloss surface (several
layers of synthetic resin polished to a high gloss). Very resilient and inherently stable
due to a hard lateral core and high-quality fittings. 2 hinged doors per wardrobe and
system holes for shelves and clothes rails. Handles made from real deer horn.

Carpet from JAB Anstoetz for the sophisticated living area as durable and easy-to-clean
carpet with an edging, washable, suitable for allergy sufferers and tested for harmful
substances.

Blinds from JAB Anstoetz – “Carlucci Blackout” premium brand, for a full darkening of
the rooms.

Ceiling light “Ariette” was designed by Tobia Scarpa for Flos. As with a tent, a fabric
made from synthetic material is put across red fibreglass rods plugged together. This
emits a wonderfully diffuse light and thereby produces a cosy bedroom atmosphere.

Bedside table lamp “Take” by Ferruccio Lavani for the manufacturer Kartell made of
transparent tinted glass polycarbonate with an internal pleated shade, which produces
beautiful light reflexes when switched on.

Bedside tables are manufactured by the master craftsman and a milking stool is
recreated as the design. They are painted grey with a hint of blackberry for the
bedrooms.

2.) Living rooms:

Functional sofa from ADA with 2 adjustable armrests and each with two back cushions
and armrest cushions. Convertible into a bed with separate dimensions of 160x194cm.
High-quality polyether foam and soft fleece padding for a pleasant sitting and sleeping
environment. Cover in an elegant anthracite.

Occasional footstools from ADA sized 60x45x43 made of high-quality polyether foam
and fleece padding in upholstery matching the sofa. Good seating comfort and light
weight for easy manipulation.

Coffee table “Sign” for Studio Kairos is a modern, round occasional table with a frame
made of metal and a top made of grey coated wood.

Carpet “Shailen - King of Mountain” from Simpuro made of hand-spun Tibetan highland
wool, undyed nettle fibre and natural silk. Designed for the competition
pureaustriandesign with typically Austrian motifs: Biedermeier wallpaper in the
background (green), edelweiss (white silk), red checked tablecloth and jumping stag

TV furniture from the furniture workshop Gruber & Schlager in high-gloss lacquer –
sideboard suspended with a flap or loading pullout, each with soft-close full extension
slides and an aperture angle of 110° and limit stop.

TV set 39” Samsung brand with LED technology

Wardrobe manufactured by the carpenter with a Senosan high-gloss surface (several
layers of synthetic resin polished to a high gloss). Very resilient and inherently stable
due to a hard lateral core and high-quality fittings. 2 hinged doors per wardrobe and
system holes for shelves and clothes rails. Handles made from real deer horn.

Blinds from JAB Anstoetz “Carlucci Blackout” premium brand, for a full darkening of the
rooms.

Standard lamp “Rosy Angels” by Philippe Starck for the Italian manufacturer Flos is the
successful combination of a functional standard lamp and elegant light object. It consists
of a diffuser made of special woven fabric, cascading like a tablecloth onto an aluminium
tripod. The brightness can be continuously adjusted using a dimmer.

Dining table manufactured by the master craftsman in different sizes for the different
occupancy number of the apartments. Simple design and elegant varnish.

Chairs “Masters” by Philipp Starck for the Italian manufacturer Kartell. The special
feature of these chairs is of course the outstanding design with its exceptional back-rest.
Philippe Starck combines three design classics in this chair: the Series 7 Chair by Arne
Jacobsen, Tulip Armchair by Eero Saarinen and the Eiffel Chair by Charles Eames – a
fusion which design experts can appreciate, but which command a high level of comfort
at the same time.

Dining table lamp “Fl/Y” by Ferruccio Laviani for Kartell is a spherical lamp made of
transparent methacrylate with a cut surface below its diameter height so that the light is
collected better. The particular transparency of the material and its charming sheen are
evocative of a soap bubble.

Ceiling light “Button” by Pierre Lissoni for Flos has a diffuser made of opalised
polycarbonate with a locking screw made of high-gloss polished aluminium and alludes
to a pearl button in its design. The special material creates a diffuse, warm room light.

Pictures with different alpine motifs (a young artist group from Graz) are provided as
spray art on rusted steel for the living rooms:

3.) Kitchen

Kitchen cabinets come from the renowned German manufacturer Wellmann and are
individually designed and fitted for each apartment. Particular attention is thereby paid
to the functional optimisation of the room as well as to harmony of the colour and
design.
Appliances are provided by Gorenje, whereby particular attention was given to userfriendliness and energy efficiency when making the selection.

The kitchen equipment such as pots, pans, bowls, colanders, chef’s tools such as
stirring spoons, knives, cutlery, etc. as well as glasses, small appliances (Nespresso
coffee machine) and tableware are exclusively quality tested branded goods. For
example, the apartments are equipped with the Solid Color tableware range from the
German manufacturer Dibbern. As a result, the prevailing colours of stone, sand and
umbra are used in the room design.

4.) Outdoors

Chairs in the outdoor area are weatherproof, stackable and in a trendy transparent
smoke look. They are also light and therefore guarantee full mobility when searching for
the best place in the sun. Light, matching outdoor tables are supplied for this.

Option: Deckchairs with small occasional table <

